Since President Tsai Ing-wen of the Republic of China (ROC Taiwan)[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} took office in 2016, the People\'s Republic of China (PRC) has ratcheted up its multi-faceted campaign to squeeze Taiwan. Beijing wants to deter Taiwan from claiming formal independence and to reduce Taiwan\'s international standing in order to move toward (re)unification with the PRC. One of the most high-profile aspects of this "anaconda strategy"[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} is the poaching of diplomatic allies---pushing countries to switch their diplomatic ties from the ROC to the PRC. This strategy, as a means for influencing and constraining Taiwan, does not rely entirely on soft power, aggressive coercion, political warfare, or sharp power. It relies on a hybrid approach with more of a transactional aspect. Beijing mostly offers carrots for countries to switch, but it does not shy away from using the stick when necessary. Since 2016, seven countries---the Republic of Kiribati, Solomon Islands, Dominican Republic, Burkina Faso, Republic of El Salvador, Republic of Panama, and Democratic Republic of São Tomé and Príncipe---have shifted ties from Taipei to Beijing. This is an "either or" choice; neither the ROC nor PRC permit countries to maintain diplomatic relations with both of them simultaneously.[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"}

The moves by these seven countries may not seem unusual as nearly every member of the United Nations has switched its diplomatic ties from the ROC to PRC since the end of the Chinese Civil War in 1949. Only 14 countries (plus the Holy See) maintain formal relations with the ROC,[4](#fn0020){ref-type="fn"} while 180 countries have such ties with the PRC. What makes the recent round of switches different is that China is actively targeting, pressuring, and enticing Taiwan\'s remaining diplomatic allies as a way to coerce Tsai\'s government into accepting the "1992 Consensus" or adopting a more pro-China policy.

This surge in switches comes after a relatively stable period during the Ma Ying-jeou presidency, when the two sides observed what is commonly called a "diplomatic truce" under which neither would poach the other\'s diplomatic allies. With Beijing ending the truce and the seven switches taking place, the Tsai administration has accused China of engaging in "checkbook" or "dollar" diplomacy, in which Beijing dangles carrots to lure countries away from Taiwan. After the Solomon Islands switched to China in September 2019, an article in the *People\'s Daily* threatened that if Tsai were re-elected in January 2020, Taiwan would find itself without any diplomatic allies, "As long as the DPP is in power, sooner or later Taiwan will have zero diplomatic allies left."[5](#fn0025){ref-type="fn"} By threatening to take away the rest of its diplomatic allies unless it gets its way, Beijing demonstrates its hard line towards the DPP government and its policy of not accepting the so-called "1992 Consensus."[6](#fn0030){ref-type="fn"}

The switches that occurred in the lead-up to Taiwan\'s presidential and legislative elections in January 2020 were a way for China to demonstrate to Taiwanese voters that the DPP cannot protect Taiwan or does not have their best interests at heart. One problem for this aspect of Beijing\'s strategy is that Taiwanese appear not to see formal diplomatic relations as an important issue. In September 2019, after Kiribati and the Solomon Islands terminated relations with Taiwan, the Taiwan Public Opinion Foundation released poll results stating that 53 percent of Taiwanese do not worry about losing diplomatic allies, while 43 percent find it worrying.[7](#fn0035){ref-type="fn"}

It is entirely possible that Taiwan could lose many, perhaps all, of its diplomatic allies during Tsai\'s second term---though the Kingdom of Eswatini has expressed its continued support for Taiwan, and the Holy See would have a hard time explaining such a switch due to China\'s poor record on human rights and exploitation, harassment, and violence against Chinese Catholics and adherents to other religions, particularly the Uyghurs interned in Xinjiang. The other 13 countries in the Pacific and Latin America and the Caribbean are more likely to succumb.[8](#fn0040){ref-type="fn"}

Should Taiwan accept this fate as inevitable? Should it follow the Tsai administration\'s recent affirmation that Taiwan would not resume Taiwan\'s prior and troubled practice of "checkbook diplomacy"? What can Taiwan do? Should the United States help Taiwan to maintain its remaining ranks of diplomatic allies? In the face of China\'s squeeze on Taiwan\'s international space, should Taiwan downplay formal diplomatic ties and emphasize its strong informal ties with major countries, such as the United States and Japan? This article seeks to provide a brief history of Taiwan\'s loss of diplomatic allies during and after the Cold War, followed by Taiwan\'s current dilemma. It will conclude with a likely future scenario and recommendations for the United States for combatting China\'s strategy to finish the "race to zero."

From the Cold War to the Return of Dollar Diplomacy {#sec0005}
===================================================

After the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) defeated the Kuomintang (KMT) in the Chinese Civil War in 1949, countries around the world began to weigh their options of which government to accept as the rightful government of China. In 1949, a number of Eastern European nations and the Soviet Union immediately recognized the PRC, while some liberal democratic states, such as Sweden, Norway, and Israel, recognized the PRC in 1950. The United Kingdom---a close ally of the United States, but also the colonial power in vulnerable Hong Kong---did so in 1950. The trend continued throughout the 1950s and 1960s, and accelerated in the 1970s. The United Nations voted to accept the PRC and expel the ROC as the holder of the Chinese "seat" in 1971, which opened the floodgates for Taiwan\'s derecognition. From 1970 to 1979, 45 countries switched ties from Taipei to Beijing, including the United States in 1979. From 1980 to the beginning of 2020, 30 countries made the switch [table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} .Table 1Trade (in US\$) between Taiwan and its Diplomatic Allies from January 2016 to October 2019.Table 1CountryTotal TradeExportsImportsTotal RankGuatemala777,414,330479,257,742298,156,58869Honduras550,357,675297,814,427252,543,24878Nicaragua519,312,11788,772,997430,539,12081Paraguay270,184,882124,371,126145,813,75693Marshall Islands189,436,287186,821,0602,615,227101Haiti128,792,696109,582,23619,210,460113Palau78,568,66976,520,2612,048,408130Nauru75,381,77175,180,553201,218132Kingdom of Eswatini32,957,97331,534,0081,423,965149Belize31,789,42224,742,1907,047,232150Saint Kitts and Nevis6,141,0305,907,962233,068184Saint Lucia3,409,6742,757,689651,985196Saint Vincent and the Grenadines2,771,1782,259,560511,618200Tuvalu698,677644,73153,946219Vatican City State21,4054,88116,524237Total2,664,466,6081,506,171,4231,161,066,363[^1]

When Ma Ying-jeou took office as Taiwan\'s president in 2008, the ROC\'s diplomatic allies numbered 23. The Republic of Malawi had switched to the PRC months before the 2008 presidential election, and the Republic of The Gambia severed ties with the ROC in 2013 after Ma\'s re-election in 2012. However, the Gambia did not establish ties with the PRC until 2016 (after Tsai won the presidential election, but before she was inaugurated). President Ma takes credit for establishing the "diplomatic truce." His agenda of bettering cross-strait relations and his explicit acceptance of the "1992 Consensus" (which he defined as "one country, respective interpretations") induced Beijing not to squeeze Taiwan and thereby discredited Ma\'s policies towards the PRC.

China is adamant that all "leaders" (i.e., presidents and their administrations) of Taiwan publicly accept the "1992 Consensus" as the basis for cross-Strait relations. In July 2016, after Tsai\'s inauguration and reiteration of her refusal to accepted the "1992 Consensus," the PRC\'s Taiwan Affairs Office (TAO) spokesman Ma Xiaoguang said, "Only by sticking to the 1992 Consensus and its core meaning---that both sides of the Taiwan Strait belong to one and the same China---can the two sides ensure the peaceful and stable development of cross-Strait ties.. .. Only by recognizing this political foundation that embodies the one-China policy can institutional communication between the two sides continue."[9](#fn0045){ref-type="fn"} Ma has continued to insist that his acceptance of the Consensus was key for Beijing to accommodate his administration and adopt the "diplomatic truce."[10](#fn0050){ref-type="fn"}

During Ma\'s tenure, Beijing reportedly "rejected overtures from several of Taiwan\'s diplomatic partners to establish formal ties with China."[11](#fn0055){ref-type="fn"} Throughout the 2020 presidential campaign between KMT candidate and Kaohsiung Mayor Han Kuo-yu and President Tsai, Ma spoke out against Tsai\'s prioritizing relations with the United States over developing cross-Strait relations. He also accused her of co-opting "a sense of the nation\'s impending doom" among the people to win reelection in January 2020.[12](#fn0060){ref-type="fn"}

Beijing ended the "diplomatic truce" upon the election of Tsai. After Tsai\'s victory, but before her inauguration, China permitted the Gambia to establish ties with the PRC---three years after it severed ties with the ROC. This move was the first indicator that poaching diplomatic allies would be part of Beijing\'s toughened line on relations with the new Tsai government. In her inaugural address, Tsai did not acknowledge or accept the "1992 Consensus," but she did acknowledge that a meeting between representatives of Taipei and Beijing occurred in 1992. Tsai said that the meeting "was done in a spirit of mutual understanding and a political attitude of seeking common ground while setting aside differences. I respect this historical fact." The closest that she came to mentioning the Consensus "text" was when she said, "There was joint acknowledgement of setting aside differences to seek common ground. This is a historical fact."[13](#fn0065){ref-type="fn"} These statements were not enough to satisfy Beijing, which views Tsai as a stealth agent of Taiwan independence (even though her first term in office has demonstrated a commitment to moderation and stability in cross-Strait relations). Beijing cut off official communication between the TAO and Taiwan\'s Mainland Affairs Council.

In July 2016, Tsai set forth her policy on the issue of diplomatic relations, stating that she would not engage in "checkbook diplomacy" and that "in its conventional definition, \[it\] ended a long time ago, and no longer exists."[14](#fn0070){ref-type="fn"} She signaled that she would not use monetary incentives to keep wavering countries in Taiwan\'s camp---opening the possibility (and reality) that countries would take promises of money, aid, and investments from Beijing and switch. In December 2016, São Tomé and Príncipe was the first chip to fall.[15](#fn0075){ref-type="fn"} As Matthew Southerland of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission explains, there was a financial consideration behind the decision---one hinted at by the ROC Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

The government of São Tomé and Príncipe, however, with excessive financial difficulties, and demands beyond those the ROC could meet, has ignored 20 years of friendly diplomatic relations, playing both sides of the Taiwan Strait while holding out for the highest bidder. The ROC regrets the São Tomé and Príncipe government\'s abrupt and unfriendly decision, and condemns this action.[16](#fn0080){ref-type="fn"}

The ROC government refused the São Tomé and Príncipe government\'s request for US\$210 million in financial aid.[17](#fn0085){ref-type="fn"} While Tsai announced her refusal to engage in "checkbook diplomacy," Beijing demonstrated that it would gladly do so.

Why Taiwan Wants Diplomatic Allies {#sec0010}
==================================

With so few diplomatic allies left, and the remaining ones not wealthy or important in the international arena, are the benefits of Taiwan maintaining and working to keep its remaining 15 diplomatic allies worth the costs? What do they give Taiwan? Their value to Taiwan includes three elements: trade relations, advocacy for Taiwan\'s cause in international fora, and providing some level of legitimacy to Taiwan as a state with formal diplomatic relationships.

*Economics*. One measure of the importance of a bilateral relationship is the volume of trade. In the case of Taiwan and its diplomatic partners, trade levels are modest.

Guatemala has the largest trade relationship, but only ranks 69^th^ among Taiwan\'s trade partners. The countries that have established ties with the PRC during Tsai\'s tenure in office continue to trade with Taiwan at similar levels. The total trade between Taiwan and El Salvador, Solomon Islands, Kiribati, Panama, São Tomé and Príncipe, Dominican Republic, Gambia, and Burkina Faso from January 2016 to October 2019 was US\$2,050,631,498 (exports: US\$1,397,170,398; imports: US\$653,461,100). The difference in trade between the 15 countries that still have ties with Taiwan and the eight that do not is US\$613,835,110. That difference (8 vs. 15 countries, a US\$600 million difference) demonstrates the economic importance of the countries that have switched ties, but the severance of diplomatic ties does not mean a complete shut-out of all types of interactions. While embassies may be downgraded to trade offices (or in some cases, there is no presence), trade relations continue.

Taiwan trades far more with states that are not diplomatic partners. As [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} shows, Taiwan\'s top trading partners are the large, developed economies that are typically the major trading partners for an industrialized Asian economy such as Taiwan\'s.Table 2Taiwan\'s Top 10 Trading Partners from January 2016 to October 2019.Table 2CountryTotal Trade (USD)Exports (USD)Imports (USD)Total RankChina528,596,644,887333,602,556,350194,994,088,5371United States264,754,620,088147,681,945,884117,072,674,2042Japan244,593,808,03082,130,120,173162,463,687,8573Hong Kong158,989,489,806153,848,742,3535,140,747,4534South Korea122,420,323,45756,462,534,55265,957,788,9055Singapore97,369,491,87266,229,107,91031,140,383,9626Malaysia68,033,741,44436,672,617,97731,361,123,4677Germany60,339,066,25424,891,473,27435,447,592,9808Vietnam53,522,358,93239,747,189,02813,775,169,9049Australia44,512,243,71812,054,691,76332,457,551,95510Total1,643,131,788,488953,320,979,264689,810,809,224[^2]

Taiwan\'s top trading partner is China---the country that most strongly rejects diplomatic relations with Taiwan and that is responsible for Taiwan\'s loss of diplomatic allies. Taiwan\'s fourth largest trading partner, Hong Kong, is a "special administrative region" of the PRC.

China\'s place among Taiwan\'s trading partners is unlikely to change, notwithstanding the political risks for Taiwan that come with economic dependence on China. Although Taiwan is seeking to diversify its trade away from its reliance on China through the Tsai administration\'s New Southbound Policy, concerted moves to redirect over US\$500 billion in trade would fail or would ravage Taiwan\'s economy and risk political stability.

Taiwan\'s other top trading partners are states with which it has strong but informal relations and which support greater international space for Taiwan: the United States (\#2) and Japan (\#3). Remaining countries among Taiwan\'s top ten trading partners, including Vietnam and Australia, are at least mildly supportive of Taiwan and increasingly wary of China and its growing assertiveness.

Trade relationships, thus, are a source of risk for Taiwan (with China), but also provide opportunities for Taiwan (with other top-ranking trading partners) for increased informal ties and commercial and people-to-people exchanges. But these trade ties, for good or for ill, have little to do with diplomatic relations. As long as Taiwan has something to offer economically, countries and private businesses have a reason to maintain a close trade relationship, without diplomatic relations. More to the point, Taiwan\'s diplomatic partners are insignificant trade partners. Economic relations, therefore, cannot explain the importance to Taiwan of its diplomatic partners.

*International Organizations.* Because Taiwan lacks membership in the United Nations---and other "official" markers of statehood and related opportunities for participating in international organization---its diplomatic allies play a key role in speaking up for Taiwan at the United Nations and when Taiwan is excluded from participation in key organizations and their activities. In recent years, the focus has been on the World Health Assembly (WHA), which is the annual meeting of the World Health Organization (WHO) members, and the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Assembly.[18](#fn0090){ref-type="fn"} During the Ma administration, Taiwan had been invited as an observer or guest as a part of the "diplomatic truce," but since the election of Tsai, China has used its clout to block Taiwan\'s participation. The two organizations cited their adherence to the "one China principle" when explaining their refusal to allow Taiwan to attend---even though that principle had not precluded Taiwan\'s participation during Ma\'s presidency.[19](#fn0095){ref-type="fn"}

Since China has worked to exclude Taiwan, Taiwan\'s diplomatic allies have spoken up. In 2019, 12 of Taiwan\'s diplomatic allies[20](#fn0100){ref-type="fn"} sent letters to ICAO President Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu and Secretary-General Fang Liu advocating for Taiwan\'s participation. They voiced the same concerns during the assembly meetings. When St. Lucia\'s representative spoke up for Taiwan, the Chinese delegation lodged a protest and cited UN General Assembly Resolution 2758 which states, "\[The UN\] decides to restore all its rights to the People\'s Republic of China and to recognize the representatives of its Government as the only legitimate representatives of China to the United Nations, and to expel forthwith the representatives of Chiang Kai-shek from the place which they unlawfully occupy at the United Nations and in all the organizations related to it."[21](#fn0105){ref-type="fn"}

Citing this resolution is Beijing\'s modus operandi for shutting down conversation about Taiwan\'s participation in UN-related organizations and activities. Beijing also works to install Chinese nationals in leadership positions at UN-affiliated and other major international organizations, and they can use their posts to block Taiwan\'s participation. Since 2015, Liu Fang has been the Secretary General of ICAO. Ren Minghui serves as Assistant Director-General for Communicable Diseases at the WHO.[22](#fn0110){ref-type="fn"} Meng Hongwei was the President of Interpol, until he was arrested on corruption charges during a trip to the PRC.

Countries with which Taiwan has strong informal relations also have pushed for Taiwan\'s participation in international organizations. The United States consistently backs Taiwan\'s participation, and Congress has directed the Department of State to issue reports on progress in achieving that goal. In September 2019, 41 members of Congress sent a letter to Secretary of State Mike Pompeo regarding Taiwan\'s exclusion from ICAO. Such letters have become common as Beijing keeps Taiwan out of these meetings. Similar action has been taken by members of the European Union Parliament, Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, etc. In April 2019, the foreign ministers of the Group of 7 (G7) issued a communique urging Taiwan\'s participation in ICAO. In 2019, former NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen wrote an op-ed calling for Taiwan\'s participation in the ICAO\'s 40^th^ general assembly.[23](#fn0115){ref-type="fn"} Similar support has come with the recent outbreak of the Wuhan coronavirus. ICAO and the WHO refuse to provide information and aid to Taiwan despite calls by these countries to include it.

While support from diplomatic partners has contributed to Taiwan\'s pursuit of participation in international organizations, much the same type and level of support have come from states with which Taiwan does not have formal relations. (An exception to this pattern is the UN General Assembly: Taiwan\'s diplomatic allies sometimes do call for Taiwan\'s inclusion in the United Nations General Assembly; other countries that are otherwise supportive of Taiwan do not.) More governments are calling for Taiwan\'s participation as Beijing increases its pressure campaign. When the United States, Canada, or another major player on the international stage voice their support for Taiwan, it carries more clout than the voices of smaller countries that are allied with Taiwan. But based on past examples, it is clear that most of these organizations do not take their cues from the United States because Taiwan has been remarkably unsuccessful in getting some sort of representation or help, except where China acquiesces. As in the trade example, Taiwan\'s diplomatic allies matter in international organizations, but the same work---or greater work---is being done by more influential countries that have only unofficial relations with Taiwan.

*Legitimacy*. Formal diplomatic partners help Taiwan\'s cause by giving legitimacy to claims that Taiwan has the attributes of a state. The capacity to engage in relations with other states is one of the criteria for statehood under international law---as reflected in the 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States, which lays out the criteria: "The state as a person of international law should possess the following qualifications: a.) a permanent population; b.) a defined territory; c.) government; and d.) capacity to enter into relations with the other states."[24](#fn0120){ref-type="fn"} Taiwan meets the first three criteria, but with only 15 remaining diplomatic allies with small economies and robust unofficial relations with global powers, its claim to meet the fourth is vulnerable.

Here, too, the significance of Taiwan\'s diplomatic partners is limited. Taiwan\'s claim to meet the fourth criterion is better supported by Taiwan\'s informal relations. For example, the United States sells Taiwan arms on a regular basis to defend itself---something much more important than the aggregate effect of Taiwan\'s formal relations. Other global powers continue to voice support for Taiwan in the international arena, engage in trade relations with Taiwan, and conduct a variety of people-to-people exchanges---essentially treating it as a state. Like the much larger group of states that do not have formal relations with Taiwan, the remaining 15 diplomatic partners do not recognize "Taiwan" as a state. Even the 15 maintain diplomatic relations not with "Taiwan," but with the "Republic of China." This makes diplomatic ties an ambiguous basis for a claim to statehood. If there is a state, it sure is Taiwan. As Taiwanese identity continues to strengthen as the younger generations who have no direct connection to Mainland China come of age, there is less of a domestic mandate for the "Republic of China." Even President Tsai has begun referring to herself as the President of Taiwan (ROC)---when it is normally President of the Republic of China (Taiwan), Republic of China in Taiwan, or Republic of China Taiwan---thus putting "Taiwan" at the forefront. The KMT has criticized her for this practice; one KMT legislator said this might be considered treason. Whenever this criticism is levied, Tsai responds, "I was elected by the 23 million people of this country, so it is not inappropriate to call myself president of Taiwan," and that when appropriate she would put "ROC" first.[25](#fn0125){ref-type="fn"}

Thus, formal diplomatic ties add relatively little to the legitimacy of any claim of Taiwan to statehood. Notably, the Taiwanese public does not seem gravely concerned: 53 percent do not worry about the issue, while 43 percent find it worrying.[26](#fn0130){ref-type="fn"} The loss of ties might cost Taiwan little or nothing because Taiwan might respond by switching strategies. When the "Republic of China" loses all of its diplomatic allies,[27](#fn0135){ref-type="fn"} then there is an argument for Taiwan no longer using the term and for "Taiwan" to be the prevailing country identifier. Beijing could be pushing Taiwan in this direction. As it poaches the remaining 15 diplomatic allies, Beijing might create the very thing is does not want to occur. As Jacques deLisle notes,

Beijing should recognize that squeezing Taipei too hard---reducing its diplomatic partners to zero or near zero---could be counterproductive because it would be seen, plausibly and rightly, as a serious threat to Taiwan\'s security in an international order where the capacity to engage in formal international relations matters, legally and politically. Thus cornered, Taiwan might push back in any of several ways that would not serve Beijing\'s interests, including by simply switching to a strategy---one consistent with international law and international political reality---that drops a focus on diplomatic ties in favor of stressing Taiwan\'s impressively broad and deep informal relations with many countries.[28](#fn0140){ref-type="fn"}

This irony may be lost on the leaders of the PRC: by taking away the ROC\'s diplomatic allies, China is incentivizing the ROC to identify itself as Taiwan, strengthening Taiwan\'s sense of separateness from China---a result that is the opposite of what China would hope to achieve and a result that would make formal diplomatic relations irrelevant to Taiwan\'s claims to being a state.

How China Poaches Taiwan\'s Diplomatic Allies {#sec0015}
=============================================

Beijing targets Taiwan\'s diplomatic allies with a variety of carrots. The main mechanism that Beijing uses is the promise of money through loans, contracts, and aid. As the countries that still have formal ties with Taiwan are part of the developing world, the promise of economic gains entices them to make the switch. This is the hallmark of checkbook diplomacy, and whoever writes the biggest check wins.

In the Indo-Pacific, Beijing has offered Taiwan\'s current and former partners substantial economic incentives. In November 2019, Tuvalu\'s Foreign Minister Simon Kofe said that Chinese companies had offered to help build artificial islands to combat climate change.[29](#fn0145){ref-type="fn"} The \$400 million project would help to protect against the rising sea levels, but the Tuvalu government rejected the offer as it could lead to an increase in government debt or demands to allow China to establish military bases. According to sources in Taiwan, Beijing promised airplanes, ferries, and funds to the government of Kiribati to lure it away in September 2019.[30](#fn0150){ref-type="fn"} For the Solomon Islands, Beijing reportedly promised US\$500 million if it switched relations to the PRC before the 70^th^ anniversary of the People\'s Republic on October 1, 2019.[31](#fn0155){ref-type="fn"} Beijing learns what the country wants or has asked Taiwan for and then provides it when Taiwan refuses. Beijing\'s approach is transactional and has scored some successes. And it may well accelerate because China\'s broader expansion into the Pacific is a priority for Beijing, and these countries---its newly acquired or soon-to-be-acquired diplomatic partners---are prime assets.

In Africa, China followed a similar approach with The Gambia, Burkina Faso, and São Tomé and Príncipe. Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said that China would provide The Gambia assistance in tourism, infrastructure, agriculture, and other areas.[32](#fn0160){ref-type="fn"} Beijing likely will incorporate The Gambia into its Belt and Road Initiative plans in Africa. São Tomé and Príncipe reportedly asked Taiwan for an "astronomical amount of financial help," and Taiwan\'s Foreign Minister Joseph Wu said, "We think the Beijing government should use São Tomé's financing black hole. .. as an opportunity to push its 'one China' principle."[33](#fn0165){ref-type="fn"} Initial reporting when Burkina Faso switched in 2018 did not include the proposed carrot as was the case with the other countries.

In Latin America and the Caribbean, Beijing provided El Salvador, the Dominican Republic, and Panama with economic inducements to push them to make the diplomatic switch. According to Foreign Minister Wu, El Salvador switched to the PRC after the Tsai government refused to fund the "Port of La Union development project" and the El Salvadoran president\'s reelection campaign.[34](#fn0170){ref-type="fn"} The port project would have required a big investment in a project with poor prospects for success, and funding the political campaign of another country\'s president would have been at odds with Taiwan\'s democratic norms and its stance against foreign interference in Taiwan\'s elections. El Salvador switched relations, confident that Beijing would fund the port project, as it has others around the world (despite their poor financial prospects). China offered the government of the Dominican Republic US\$3.1 in investments and loans, increased trade above the prior US\$2 billion level, and sales of military helicopters, Humvees, and motorcycles.[35](#fn0175){ref-type="fn"} It is not clear what, if anything, Beijing specifically offered Panama, but China\'s investments in and use of the Panama Canal have grown substantially in recent years. It is likely that the Panamanian government wanted to increase trade with China.

The particular carrots Beijing offered are only part of the story. For many of the countries that switched ties, the move was largely an acknowledgment that China is a more important partner, economically and politically, than Taiwan. China can serve these countries' economic needs and interests at a level that Taiwan cannot. Handicapping themselves by not having formal relations with China made little sense.

It should be no surprise that China has used its economic leverage to achieve political goals. China often does this. For example, after South Korea allowed the United States to install its Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) on its soil, Beijing objected because it believes that the motive is not to protect South Korea against North Korean missile attacks, but to observe Chinese missile tests and to monitor China\'s defenses. China and Chinese citizens (with the implicit support of the government) pressured South Korea\'s Lotte Group (which had traded land for the THAAD deployment), devastating Lotte stores' sales in China. Lotte experienced cyber attacks, and "nearly all of the 112 Lotte Mart stores in China were shut for much of the year over alleged fire safety issues."[36](#fn0180){ref-type="fn"} Lotte Group sold some of its stores and pulled out of operating others because it took such a significant financial hit. The Chinese government also stopped allowing tour companies to sell trips to South Korea---a tactic it would repeat with Taiwan to pressure Tsai over the 1992 Consensus.[37](#fn0185){ref-type="fn"}

In offering economic carrots, Taiwan cannot compete with Beijing, which can provide money and other material benefits on a scale that would not be sustainable for Taiwan. The Tsai government wisely announced early on that it would not try to compete in checkbook diplomacy. As the Lotte case shows, Beijing also can use economic levers as sticks---something Taiwan cannot do on a similar scale. Taiwan is fortunate that Beijing\'s tactics do not always work. The offer to build artificial islands---with strings apparently attached to it---was not enough to get Tuvalu to switch (for now). China has little to offer in the way of persuasive economic incentives to the Vatican (although Taiwan must worry about China\'s other forms of possible leverage, such as its recent deal on the selection of Chinese bishops). Overall, Taiwan, on its own, is not well positioned to counter China\'s tactics.

Beijing\'s Strategy and the American Response {#sec0020}
=============================================

In 2020 and beyond, Beijing likely will follow through on its threat to continue poaching Taiwan\'s remaining diplomatic allies. The question is how aggressively it will pursue this goal. Because Taiwan cannot---and will not---compete to outspend China, the "race to zero" very well may be more a question of *when*, not *if*.

Beijing already has targeted the Vatican and Tuvalu. Most likely, there have been private discussions of switching relations with most, if not all, of the other 13 countries. Although Beijing\'s specific moves and their prospects for success are uncertain, we do have some clues.

The most likely path that Beijing will take is a focus on Taiwan\'s Caribbean and Latin American diplomatic allies. Targeting the nine countries in this region has advanced Beijing\'s agenda of undermining both Taiwan and the United States. For Taiwan, poaching these nine countries removes the pretext that has facilitated Taiwan\'s presidents' informal visits to the United States. The polite fiction has been that Taiwan\'s president is travelling to visit diplomatic partners in the Caribbean, and the delegation stops in the United States to "refuel." This "transit stop" permits one or two days for the president and the delegation to hold meetings with U.S. officials, Members of Congress, and pro-Taiwan organizations and groups. Without the transit stop rationale, these visits for the purpose of high-level meetings would be more controversial. For the United States, Beijing\'s success in taking Caribbean diplomatic allies from Taiwan brings an increase in Chinese investment---and influence---in the region. This is a growing concern for the United States, especially in an era of deteriorating U.S.-China relations. It might portend a challenge to American hegemony in the region and the Monroe Doctrine and bring a new era of competition in a region long dominated by the United States.

Poaching Taiwan\'s four Indo-Pacific diplomatic allies has greater strategic implications for the United States. The greater Chinese influence that a switch in ties could bring could erode U.S. naval supremacy in the Western Pacific. Since the end of World War II, the United States has operated in this region uncontested. With a switch in ties from Taiwan to China, the possibility arises that a string attached to foreign aid or a loan is welcoming a Chinese naval base, or control by Chinese companies over a potential dual-use commercial port (as happened in Sri Lanka). Switching between the ROC and the PRC in 2020 is not the same as switching during the Cold War, but it is a matter of concern for the United States in a region of strategic importance and a time of adversarial U.S.-China relations.

With Beijing\'s attempt to reduce Taiwan\'s diplomatic allies almost a certainty, the United States faces an inescapable choice of how to respond. Pointed statements from politicians may continue or expand. Pro-Taiwan Members of Congress, such Senators Marco Rubio and Cory Gardner, have been particularly vocal whenever China poaches one of Taiwan\'s diplomatic allies. The White House has sometimes weighed in as well. In August 2018, then-Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders issued a rebuke of El Salvador:

The El Salvadoran government\'s receptiveness to China\'s apparent interference in the domestic politics of a Western Hemisphere country is of grave concern to the United States, and will result in a reevaluation of our relationship with El Salvador.

Countries seeking to establish or expand relations with China in order to attract state-directed investment that will stimulate short-term economic growth and infrastructure development may be disappointed over the long run. Around the world, governments are waking up to the fact that China\'s economic inducements facilitate economic dependency and domination, not partnership.

The United States will continue to oppose China\'s destabilization of the cross-Strait relationship and political interference in the Western Hemisphere.[38](#fn0190){ref-type="fn"}

These statements demonstrate awareness of the challenge that the United States faces from China and the role that Taiwan\'s loss of diplomatic ties plays.

During the Trump administration, the State Department has sharpened the response to Beijing\'s poaching. In September 2018, it recalled the U.S. Ambassadors to El Salvador, Panama, and the Dominican Republic "for consultations related to recent decisions to no longer recognize Taiwan."[39](#fn0195){ref-type="fn"} The recalls sent a message that the United States takes the issue of diplomatic relations seriously, especially when it relates to China and its increasing influence in the region. The Trump administration also reportedly considered penalizing El Salvador by cutting financial aid.

After the Solomon Islands switched to China in September 2019, Vice President Mike Pence canceled a meeting with Prime Minister Manasseh Sogavare at the United Nations General Assembly. The two men had previously agreed to meet after Sogavare said in July that he would not make a decision on Taiwan and China until later in the year. When the Solomon Islands announced the switch, Pence canceled the meeting as form of public punishment.[40](#fn0200){ref-type="fn"}

Congress moved to reinforce these moves by the executive branch. In September 2018, Senator Cory Gardner introduced the Taiwan Allies International Protection and Enhancement Initiative (TAIPEI) Act. It was re-introduced to the Senate in May 2019 after the new Congress began in January 2019. The bill calls for the State Department to

consider, in certain cases as appropriate and in alignment with United States interests, increasing its economic, security, and diplomatic engagement with nations that have demonstrably strengthened, enhanced, or upgraded relations with Taiwan; and consider, in certain cases as appropriate and in alignment with United States interests, reducing its economic, security, and diplomatic engagement with nations that take serious or significant actions to undermine Taiwan.[41](#fn0205){ref-type="fn"}

In addition, rewarding or punishing countries depending on their relationships with Taiwan, the bill also calls for beginning negotiations for a U.S.-Taiwan free trade agreement, supporting Taiwan\'s inclusion in international organizations, and generally increasing U.S. support for Taiwan. The 2019 version of the bill passed the Senate with unanimous consent in October and is awaiting action in the House.

The measures adopted by the Trump administration and advocated by the TAIPEI act often will not serve broader U.S. interests and thus are unlikely to be pursued consistently. Although consistent with U.S. interests in demonstrating opposition to China\'s efforts to expand its influence, especially in the Western Pacific, the Caribbean, and other regions that matter for U.S. security, attempting to deter diplomatic switches from Taiwan in some cases could jeopardize important U.S. interests in targeted countries---interests that often have nothing to do with Taiwan. The TAIPEI Act contains limiting language that recognizes such risks: "in certain cases as appropriate and in alignment with United States interests."

Implementing such policies might be ineffective or counterproductive. The introduction of the TAIPEI Act did not stop countries from switching, and the eventual passage of the bill likely will not either. Countries will make their independent assessment on whether Taiwan or China is more important to them. Attempts to pressure countries not to switch diplomatic relations could push countries making the switch to Beijing further into China\'s orbit. Holding back U.S. foreign aid, security assistance, or the like may provide an opening for Beijing to increase its influence in these countries by filling the gap.

Policy Recommendations {#sec0025}
======================

The United States has several possible policy options if it decides to take a greater role in stopping the "race to zero." The United States could launch a regular dialogue among the United States, Taiwan, and its diplomatic allies, and perhaps countries that do not have formal relations with Taiwan. These dialogues could be regional-focused (for example, the Asia Pacific or the Caribbean). The first-ever Pacific Islands Dialogue, held in October 2019, is a possible model, although it would need to be expanded beyond a one-day event. Such dialogues could bolster the commitments of Taiwan\'s remaining diplomatic partners and also could strengthen ties between Taiwan and other states.

The United States could pursue a free trade agreement more energetically with Taiwan (as the TAIPEI Act calls for). Although not directly addressing issues of diplomatic relations, such an agreement would send a strong signal of U.S. support for Taiwan, which might reduce the likelihood of diplomatic defections and, failing that, would build informal ties with the United States that can help to make up for the loss of diplomatic allies.

The United States could publicly announce that if Beijing poaches all of Taiwan\'s diplomatic allies in the Caribbean and Latin America, the United States would still welcome President Tsai, and future leaders of Taiwan, to the travel to the United States (and even to Washington, D.C.---which is currently off-limits to top-level leaders) without the pretense of a stopover/refueling visit. Such a move is broadly supported by the Taiwan Travel Act (TTA), and this support could be made clearer by an amendment to the law calling for the United States to "allow high-level officials of Taiwan, *including the President and Vice President of the Republic of China Taiwan*, to enter the United States, under conditions which demonstrate appropriate respect for the dignity of such officials, and to meet with officials of the United States, including officials from the Department of State and the Department of Defense and other Cabinet agencies, *anywhere in the United States of America*."

The United States could consider renaming the Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office (TECRO) in Washington and the Taipei Economic and Cultural Offices (TECO) throughout the country to include "Taiwan" instead of Taipei in the name.

The United States could take more assertive measures to support Taiwan\'s full membership in appropriate international organizations, or permanent observer status in ones where membership is likely unattainable (such as the ICAO, WHA, and Interpol). U.S. statements supporting Taiwan\'s inclusion should explain that the world will benefit from Taiwan\'s inclusion and is hurt by its exclusion. (As the recent outbreak of the Wuhan coronavirus demonstrates, preventing Taiwan from full engagement with the WHO puts global public health at risk).

If observer status or participation in activities and events of international organizations cannot be obtained, then the United States could invite high-level Taiwanese officials to attend as guests. A model for this is the Trump administration\'s invitation to Ambassador Lily Hsu, Director-General of TECO in New York City, to attend the U.S.-organized Global Call to Protect Religious Freedom at the United Nations in September 2019. If the United States can establish a united front with other key members of international organizations, then it could eventually win greater access or membership for Taiwan.

The United States can help to offset China\'s checkbook diplomacy efforts---as well as serve broader U.S. interests in checking China\'s expanding influence---by offering, where appropriate, similar assistance and resources. This help will be attractive to states that are wary of China\'s "debt trap" diplomacy. The United States has taken initial steps in this direction with the passage of the Better Utilization of Investments Leading to Development (BUILD) Act of 2018, which calls for the United States "to facilitate market-based private sector development and economic growth in less developed countries through the provision of credit, capital, and other financial support."[42](#fn0210){ref-type="fn"} A smaller-scale version of China\'s BRI, the BUILD Act could have the secondary effect of reducing the likelihood that some of Taiwan\'s remaining diplomatic allies will sever formal relations with Taiwan to secure development funds from China.

Adopting and implementing these policies will probably not stop Beijing\'s quest to squeeze Taiwan\'s by poaching all of its diplomatic allies. China has the capacity and the will to outspend and out-pressure Taiwan---and the United States---in a competition over whether countries have diplomatic ties with Beijing or with Taipei. Nonetheless, working to foster closer relations between Taiwan and other states, and to maintain Taiwan\'s existing diplomatic relations, may give Taiwan some breathing room and serve American interests as well.

Unless otherwise specified, Republic of China/ROC and Taiwan will be used interchangeably as since the end of the Cold War and the country\'s democratization in the 1990s (when ROC was more popular especially before the U.S. switch in diplomatic ties), Taiwan has become the term used most frequently by the public.
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